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ifl	unworked, it was declared forfeit and granted-to the	\
first applicant.   The regulations in use on the Mendip	^
field Were rather different.   There the pitches or claims,	K
instead of being of one standard size, were decided by the	/,
throw of the ' hack ' or small pick, weighing 3 Ib. 14 oz.	y
' Every man when he doth begyn hys pyt, otherwyse	f,'
callyd a grouff, shauB have hys haks throw ij weys after	|
the rake,1 so that he do stand to the gyrdyl or wast in	*>,
;•    .	the gruff';   while this decided the limits of the pitch	jj''<
along the line of the vein, the pitcher had always eighteen	f
feet on either side of his ' grooffe or gribbe '.   The hack,	I'
however, was not thrown unless another party wished to
f' i     *	pitch in the neighbourhood ; in that case the new-comer,
j |~    '	or 'younger pitcher', could demand that the hack be
lii £    :	thrown by the ' elder pitcher ' and his partners, * when
they have their chine, rake or course,' that is to say,
when they have struck the vein.   The lead-reeve then
y    .	proffered the hack to one of the elder pitchers, and if
i	they failed to throw it within fourteen days the yownger
]    ,	pitcher had the tturow.^   The rules for reserving a claim
ll |    j •	were probably folded oa those in use in Derbyshire.
*? j	' The first pytcher in any  grounde  muste  make  yt
,/, ?     '	perfecte wyth a caddel of tymber and a payre of styllyngs
, j |	within fowre and twfttie howers next after the pyching.'
\    '	Although this was the strict law, custom seems to have	|';
;;	been content with the making of the * caddel', some sort
• I     -	of framework of timber, the first day, and to have allowed
4   '"	a month for the ' styllyngs ', or stow.    If a claim lay
'I	l I. e. forwards and backwards along the line of the vein.
f	2 It is not quite clear whether he threw from the old pit, in which
^   * ,	case he would naturally throw a very short distance, or from his
•,"    , y	own pit, in which case he might so throw as to cover much of the
';      ^	vein which would have belonged to the elder pitchers.
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